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 1915.) MAN. [No. 33.

 Others of the old rin coins are also used curatively. For the relief of stomach-
 ache there is a charm in use at Kyoto, in which seven old one-rin pieces are stirred
 about in water, after which the water is swallowed. For other medicinal purposes
 there are rin of other periods to be used.

 A tempo (an eight-rin piece, from the Tempo Era), placed beneath a patient's
 pillow or his mattress, is believed to prevent bed-sores; the patient must not know
 that the coin is being thus placed, or the procedure is useless.

 There is a large obsolete coin, still quite common, shaped like a Japanese sword-
 guard, which was issued by the Daimyo of Akita, upon one face of which is the
 series of the Eight Trigrams (the Hak-ke of the Japanese ; the Pat-kwa of the
 Chinese, from whom it was derived), and upon whose reverse are two howo (the
 Japanese phoenix) birds. Although I have not found any account of the employment
 of this coin in superstitious practices, it would seem highly probable that it had been
 so used, for to the Hak-ke many mystical properties are ascribed, upon which much
 has been written by the Japanese, and it is constantly employed by fortune-tellers in
 divining. The Eight Trigrams form a very commonly-used design upon the coin amulets
 of China, in which country that design is placed above the doorways of habitations
 to keep out evil spirits ; it is only fair to note, however, that in Japan I have met
 with no traces of such use of the symbol. The hkjw birds, which appear on the
 reverse, are birds of good omen, but have not, so far as I know, any magical virtues
 attributed to them.

 Of the tokens which, I have but little doubt, have in very many instances been
 used as amulets, there are a considerable number. These tokens, together with many
 others to which no superstitious ideas have been attached, are known as E-sen
 (Picture-sen), because of the designs upon their faces. The e-sen are treated of in
 many of the Japanese books on coins ; there is, indeed, one book, " E-sent," which is
 devoted entirely to them, in which rubbings of a large number have been reproduced.
 It is unfortunate for the present purpose that these books give little more than a
 description of each specimen, with, perhaps, an indication of its degree of rarity.

 The e-sen were not issued in Japan, it appears, until about 1624, when a number
 were coined at a new mint at Kyoto. Dr. N. G. Munro, in his Coins of Japan, to
 which I am indebted for many of the details concerning the forms of the e-sen, says
 that there seems to be little doubt that the idea of these objects was imported from
 China, and did not originate in Japan. The e-sen, which have the same composition
 as ordinary coins, were made for various purposes. Some were issued as commemo-

 ative pieces to be given to the subscribers to a new temple,* or to its visitors, or
 to be distributed (or perbaps sold) on the occasions of certain festivals ; others were
 to commemorate the opening of a new mint, or to use up an excess of metal after
 coinage; others were merely for game-counters. There is a popular belief, which
 I have several times met, but which I do not remember having seen recorded, to
 the effect that the e-sen, and sometimes also the bun-sen, were species of tally-coins,
 one being coined at the. conclusion of the making of a certain number (usually given
 as 10,000) of the ordinary coins. Quite often there may be found, upon the branched
 rods carrying the coins as they came from the caster, one or more e-sen bearing a
 Buddhist invocation or a figure of Daikoku, or some design of like import. These
 might have been cast thus in order to economise in the nutnber of pattern-pieces
 required, but there is a possibility, I think, that they were intenided to secure a

 * In China " charms [consisting in the case referred to, of small brass swords with a round coini
 " welded to them], are cast occasionally when temples are beiDg erected or restored, for distribution
 " among the inhabitants of the ward or parish, to avert the ills provoked by the building works,

 " especially by the disturbance of the spirits of the soil."-de Groot, The Religiou.s Systent of China,
 Vol. VI, Book 1I, p. 996.
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 fortunate termination to the process, or even, possibly, to endow the coins with which

 they were cast with properties which might otherwise be lacking. The e-sen with, I
 believe, a few exceptionis, were not intended to be used as coins, and were not current
 as such. They are no longer issued; at the present time only imitations of the old

 ones are made.

 The designs upon the e-sen are quite numerous, while there are often many

 variations of the same design. The reverse of an e-sen is generally blank. As may

 be seen from the accompanying list, many of the designs have a fortunate signifticance,

 wherefore I think that there can be but little doubt that a number of the e-sen were

 issued with the expectation that they would be used as amulets or as religious

 objects. Amongst the designs to be found are the following*:-

 Inscriptions consisting of religious formulk, such as "liNamu Amida Butsu"
 (" I adore thee, 0 eternal Buddha "t), or " Namu Myo Ho Renge Kyo " (" I
 " adore thee, 0 admirable precept of the sacred books of the lotus-flower"?)

 The " Seven Gods of Luck," or, more commonly, one of their number, either

 Daikoku or Ebisu.

 Sh6j6, the red-haired sea-demon, with his ladle and vessels for his drink.
 Tenjin (the apotheosised scholar, Sugawara Michizane), beneath a plum and a

 pine-tree, emblems of good-fortune.

 The three monkeys (one blind, one deaf, one dumb), representing K6shin, the
 deification of that day of the month which corresponds to the 57th term of
 the Chinese Cycle. In China monkeys are used as emblems of good-fortune,
 and are consequently often represented on ornamental objects.

 The two foxes which serve as the messengers of Inari.
 Horses in various forms, such as that of a horse with a pack upon its back, or

 a horse coming out of a gourd, or a colt led by a man (or, often, a monkey).
 The idea of these is very likely due directly to Chinese influence, for horses
 are to be found upon many of the smaller Chinese coins. The design of a
 horse with a monkey is considered in China, in certain respects, to be fortunate,
 and is quite frequently used in personal ornaments.:

 A frisking horse, a peasant with a rain-coat, a pine-tree, and a flying stork, the
 whole beiing enclosed witlhin a rope-like border.

 Phallic designs, which appear to be quite rare. Rubbings of some of these,
 very indittinct, have been shown me by a Japanese coin-expert. They include
 four sets of figures in coition (similar to those upon Chinese coin-amulets, of
 which the e-sen in question was said [I know not with what autbority] to
 be the prototype), and the middle portions of a male body and a female body
 facing each other.

 A sun, a crescent-moon, and stars.
 The selection of subjects such as the majority of those above quoted, seems

 to show that the makers of the e-sen undoubtedly had in view, in many instances,
 their employment as amulets. Daikoku and Ebisu, the " Seven Gods of Luck," the
 foxes of Inari, the Buddhist formulae, and deities, are all things such as are to be
 found upon printed paper charms in common use, or in other protection-bearing

 forms. There is an additional reason to conclude that many of the e-sen were utilised
 as amulets, for in Japan objects are frequently so used, to which no direct religious

 significance is attached, they being merely commemorative objects associated with
 -- - -- -- - -

 * Most of these are illustrated, from rubbings, in Coins of Japan.

 t Hepburn's Japanese-Englishi Dictionary.
 $ Various Japaness curative charms contain an allusion, either by picture, by date (through

 the horse as an animal of the Chinese Cycle), or otherwise, to horses, but I have not recorded the
 employment of e-sen showing horses in any charms of this character.
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 religious festivals, and considered to possess amuletic virtues which are, I think, due

 (for reasons into which it is not necessary to enter here) in part to their associations,
 and not entirelv to the particular forms which they assume. It would appear, how-

 ever, that at the present time the use of the e-sen as amulets to be carried has almost

 or completely lapsed, for few of the considerable number oL persons of whom I made

 inquiries concerning amulets in general, or as to coins (unspecified) as amulets, or to

 whom I showed specimens of the e-sen, recognised them as amulets. On the other
 hand, the Japanese coin-expert to whom I have referred, stated that some of the
 e-sen had formerly been used as amulets; I have been told that an e-sen bearing one

 of the Buddhist formulhe, if placed in a purse, will prevent the loss of the other coins
 placed with it; I have seen upon the kamidana (the house-shrine "'God-shelf ") of
 a shop an e-sen, with a Buddhist inscription, upheld by a pair of figures, Daikoku and

 Ebisu, kept as a charm; and I have seen an e-sen with a figure of Daikoku, mounted
 in wood for placing in a small shrine, evidently with the same intention.* What seems
 to me almost conclusive evidence that the e-sen were formerly frequently carried on

 the person as amulets lies in the signs of considerable wear which many of them
 show, for, since it is said that they did not circulate regularly as money, tllis wear

 can be best explained by assuming that they were employed as personal amulets.

 W. L. HILDBURGH.

 REVIEWS.

 Egypt: Archoeology. Blackman.
 Les Temples Immerg6s de la Nubie: The 'Temple of Derr. By Aylward 2

 M. Blackman. Le Caire, Imprimerie de l'Institut Franvais d'Archeologie U4

 Orientale. 1913.

 This volume is a part of the enterprise of the Egyptian Government for saving

 the temples of Lower Nubia, which are now endangered by the back-water from the

 Aswan Dam. The raising of the dam seven metres has carried the water into all

 the temples between Korosko and Aswan, thus endangering the records in all the

 ancient Egyptian bulildings for over 100 miles. If all the temples which the Service

 des Antiquites de l'Egypte is now publislhing were as well done as this excellent

 publication of the Derr temple by Mr. Blackman, science might be entirely content.

 The temple at Derr, like the other temples of Ramses II in Nubia, clearly

 displays the decadent stage of provincial art under this king. The temple is, further-

 more, like so many of the Nubian sanctuaries, largely cut from the native rock of the

 cliffs, and only the front was of masonry construction. The Nubian sandstone is not

 firm in texture. It is so friable, indeed, that it can be easily worked with a jack-knife,

 or even a nail. The material is therefore not favourable to refined work in relief

 sculpture. When we add that the sculptures at Derr were very evidently done by
 ignorant and careless provincial artists, whose plastic crudities were to some extent

 veiled by the plentiful use of colour, it will be evident that Derr does not represent

 a very notable chapter in the history of Egyptian art. Nevertheless the records in

 the temple are of very great archa3ological importance, and quite worthy of the

 sumptuous publication in which they have appeared. We shall never be able to
 reconstruct the temple ritual as it was performed by royalty in early Egypt, without

 just such full and detailed publications as we have in this volume.

 Besides the religious scenes on the walls, there is also a series of reliefs intended
 to commemorate Ramses II's victories, and these are therefore of historical content.
 As customarily, the wall on the north side of the outer hall displays victories in the

 * This last object is illustrated in Fig. 4 of Plate IV of my paper on "Japanese Popular Magic
 connected with Agriculture and Trade," in the Trans. Japan Society of London, Vol. XII.
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